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Southwind’s living room defines the good life. The 37U features a flush floor
slide-out that expands the contemporary interior. The J-lounge shaped sofa,
swivel captain’s chairs, and faced frame cabinetry highlight an interior shown
with an optional entertainment center that includes a 27" Panasonic® TV 
and Panasonic® Home Theater System.

Southwind’s bedroom also offers an abundance of storage
space, built-in writing desk and overhead 20" television
surrounded by handsome cherry or maple wood.

Southwind’s driver’s compartment has been completely redesigned for 2002.
Ergonomic panel layout, in-dash storage, slide-out computer workstation and
comfortable optional Ultraleather™ Flexsteel®captain’s chairs make sure you
arrive at your destination refreshed and ready.

A queen size bed highlights the master bedroom.
Coordinated fabrics, decor lighting and pleated 
shades finish it off beautifully.

New. Refreshing. Sophisticated. From its contemporary headlamp
configuration to three new interior decors, this year we’ve made
over 100 distinct changes to one of the most exciting motor
homes on the road today. Beautiful new front and rear cap styling,
flush floor slide technology, cherry and maple wood choices, and
four spacious new floor plans are only a fraction of the highlights.
Everywhere you look you’ll discover new features and options 
that make travel for a few days or a few months more enjoyable,
comfortable and convenient. 

From the initial design stage through final construction, we paid
strict attention to each and every detail. Enjoy the power of a Ford®

or Workhorse® chassis with 5,000 lb. towing capacity, the durability
of a Royal Tuff-Ply™roof and the convenience of improved storage,
featuring tough rotocast construction and aluminum skin luggage
doors. We’ve also added a 10-gallon gas/electric water heater.
Inside, the flush floor slide-out expands the living area. Southwind’s
galley features solid surface countertops, a sealed burner range,
stainless steel sink and an abundance of storage. And throughout,
lavish and luxurious appointments are everywhere, from the
redesigned dash to beautiful flooring and cabinetry.

No detail has been overlooked
in this incredible galley with
laminated flooring, full-size
cabinets above and below,
and spacious countertops.
There’s also a stainless steel
sink with single lever faucet, 
a sealed burner range 
and microwave.

Step into a Southwind and discover over 100 exciting new changes for 2002.

Interior photography
features Model 37U
shown in Sueded Tan
with Fairfield Maple
wood option.
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For over 50 years, we at Fleetwood have

understood that people love the freedom 

and independence an RV provides. As a pioneer 

in the RV industry, Fleetwood is synonymous 

with outdoor recreation, and over the last 

half-century, we’ve grown to become the largest

manufacturer of recreational vehicles in the world.

This growth was inspired by the simple credo of

Fleetwood’s founder—to build great value into

practical products that work hard for the

consumer—a philosophy fully embraced by every

Fleetwood associate to this day. 

Go to any campground, state park or auto race and

chances are that there will be more Fleetwood RVs

present than units from any other manufacturer.

Over two million vacations a year are taken

in Fleetwood RVs, vacations that represent

the dreams of RV owners. That’s a great

number of dreams to live up to. Yet, year

after year, Fleetwood comes through. 

That’s why we remain the number one RV

manufacturer in the world—we make the

dreams of our customers come true.

The World’s #1 RV Manufacturer


